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Confidential Report: Disillusioned Banker Opens 'Money-Floodgates' to YOU...

"The
Whistleblower"

"Novice Crew to 'Rob' Banks Legally...
... With an Inside Job!"

Are You Ready for a Quick Heist on The World's
'Hidden' Money-Mountain?
Great! The get-away car's about to leave!...
Hello,
Please forgive the 'cloak and dagger', but I'm going out on a limb by telling you this...
I don't know how 'they' have done it... How do 'they' 'hide' access to the biggest pile of
money in the world? How do 'they' manage to fill their fat coffers from it, day after day,
while going relatively unnoticed? 'They' have profited for long enough... now it's YOUR
turn...
How do I know all this? Who are 'they'?
'They' are the Wall Street fat-cats. And I used to work for them.
The next few minutes will expose you to highly sensitive information...

... If you're NOT interested in retiring from work
within a year (like I did), you should NOT read any
further.
This is VERY confidential stuff and I only want people who are serious about coming with me
on a 'profit-party' like no other. There's nothing illegal or even unethical about this, but I'm
about to reveal shocking news which strikes to the heart of 'The Establishment' and world
banking... and unlocks access to wealth you never imagined!
Please; you must understand, the 'elite' would NOT be at all happy with me if they knew
what I was about to tell you- if they even got the slightest whiff I was about to offer you a
piece of the action... because that's considered to be reserved for, well, the 'elite'. That's
why we have to tread carefully, as you'll see...
I successfully gate-crashed their little party and can now empower YOU to follow in my
footsteps to fast retirement...

Revealed: Probably The Biggest Red Herring in
History...
... While the World's Been Stock Watching,
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the Elite Quietly Play a Different Game with Different
Rules...
Feeling cheated and disillusioned by the stock market? You should be!
Sure, you may have made a good trade... but then lost on another. You win some, you lose
some, right? "Hold on for the long term" we're reassured by the banks. Great- let's see
where that plan gets folks in the next year or two...
The people on Main St. dutifully pour their hard-earned cash into investment banks on Wall
Street to put into the stock market for them... and those investment banks gladly oblige, for
a fat fee... which they then invest somewhere else!
I'm no conspiracy theorist, but in my opinion the stock market is really a cunning diversion
for the masses... a distraction stopping them from discovering where the consistent money
is made... in the world's Money Mountain. When I say "Money Mountain," I mean it... the
BIGGEST mountain of money on the planet.
This confidential report is ALL about MONEY... more money than you ever
imagined!
And I'd like to be your personal 'sherpa' guiding you right to that mountain of money. Please
stay tuned for a few minutes and I'll explain everything. I speak from experience when I say
if you want REAL security for you and yours in an increasingly uncertain world, this will be
the most important information you ever uncover... information you've been denied until
now...
Imagine getting into an exclusive new club through the back door, while dozens of hopeful
customers have to wait in vain out the front... behind a velvet rope...

Why My Humble Background Has Opened
The Door of Opportunity Wide for YOU...
... The Backdoor into The Elite Club
It's fair to say I wasn't born with a silver-spoon in my mouth- on the contrary. I grew up on
a Native American reserve (out of necessity) and my mother had to stitch quilts for a living.
It was the only way we could've made it. I don't have a fancy degree from Harvard or Yale. I
also had no 'inner contacts' or hand-holding of any type. I got my big-break at a young age
when I landed a job as a trader for a large hedge-fund.
I was given the highly regarded full approval by the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) and key responsibility for managing large client accounts ($1-10 million!) while being
sworn to confidentiality.
Glamour, money, cars, champagne... the good life. I had it all; it was my dream come true.
But something didn't smell right...
Maybe it was my humble origins, but from the inside, it seemed just the upper echelons of
society were enjoying this party while the man in the street was tossed the scraps from the
table to keep him quiet. Why were the top institutions keeping this goldmine to themselves?
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I don't exaggerate...

This was something 30 times bigger than the stock
market and far simpler to make money from...
I hate elitism. I'm from a working-class background and felt distinctly uncomfortable with all
this intrigue and non-disclosure. It wasn't just that the existence of this money-mountain
was being played down by the banks, it was the fact that they mercilessly milked it daily
using an incredibly simple to decipher 'code.'

Hidden behind all the market mumbo-jumbo and
misinformation lies a code. A code ferociously guarded
by this 'secret society'!
Now, don't delude yourself about whether these investment banks have hidden agendas. Of
course they do; every company protects its own interests. Think about it...
Do you think they want the masses to know an amazingly simple way to constantly siphon
cash out of the world's largest mountain of money?
No way! Remember the scandals of insiders from the tobacco industry blowing the whistle
on how cigarettes were deliberately made to be more addictive?
Anyway, I wanted out. I was working too hard, with too much stress and was becoming
disillusioned. Sure, I want wealth as much as anyone, but I also wanted an easy life! So I
made my plans for escape. I was one of the few trusted with this 'Insider Code' and how to
use it on the money-mountain so I quickly saw an obvious way out...
... Access to the 'hidden' money mountain and this Insider Code was all I needed
to gain financial security forever! So...

Within a Year of Privately Using The Powerful Secret
'They' Taught Me, And Aged Just 35, I Left My
High-Flying Trading Job. I Now 'Work' Just Half an
Hour Each Day From Home!
May I Show You How to do the Same?
At age just 35, I have now retired from what I call 'normal work'. By 'normal' work I simply
mean working for someone else. You have a set start time, a set finish time and a set
salary... your personal time and lifestyle is governed by your work and by your boss.
So I got out of what I believed to be an elitist game, shielded from the prying eyes of 'the
masses.' I now live a quiet life using the Insider Code whenever I feel like 'getting some
cash out', all from my home in Phoenix, Arizona. I set up the whole thing to work on
autopilot while I tinker around enjoying life. No sleeping with a computer under my pillow.
But I still don't sleep as well as I should... Because I want... no, I need... to blow the
whistle to someone who'll listen!
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Not everyone will listen. Most people won't want to listen.
But I'm hoping you're not 'most people'.
I've tried to get this information exclusively in the right hands... where it will be used to
maximum effectiveness. My hope is that those hands are yours.
Why am I doing this? I'll explain later. First, let me demonstrate how powerful this
information really is...

Imagine Knowing of a Casino Where the Dealer Tipped
His Hand Before You Made Your Move and Didn't Care
How Many Times You Beat Him. When Would You Stop
Going There?
This is nothing to do with games of chance, but I hope your answer to that question would
be a resounding, "NEVER"!! Assuming you're sane that is...
Well, that is a virtually PERFECT analogy of the power of the Insider Code!
It's often said, "The Markets are just a big casino". And it's true. But the
important omission in that statement (to keep the masses out!) is the dealer in
this casino tips his hand to the select few...
... the insiders who have the cipher to the code.
Such powerful knowledge could make YOU financially free - as it has done for me...

Get Rich With The Insiders... Not Poor Because of
Them!
I always remember that famous line from the movie "Wall Street" when trader Gordon
Gecko said:
"You're either on the inside or the outside."
Very true...
In the markets I trade, in order for someone to win, someone else has to lose. It's a 'zero
sum' game. It's really very simple; the insiders win at the expense of the outsiders!
In other words, there are the few who know the Insider Code and win, and those that
don't... and lose! That's why the Wall Street insiders keep all this a secret; because they
need the outsiders to lose in order for them to make money!
When you uncover this powerful secret, the very same secret I use each day to live on, you
really will see it's EXACTLY like going to a casino where the dealer tips his hand to you
before you make your move.
Now, I bet you're dying to know what market I trade using this secret, so let me put you out
of your misery!
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You Already Know Fortunes Are Made from Trading.
The Question is: WHAT Are 'They' Trading Most? (And
it's not Shares or Commodities!)
Okay, so what exactly is this money-mountain? I'll tell you, but first I want you to clear your
mind of anything you've ever heard about what I'm going to say, because with respect,
chances are it's wrong!
Ready? Good. You'll immediately know why I refer to it as the "money-mountain" when I tell
you I'm speaking about...
... the currency market. Otherwise known as the foreign exchange markets, or "FOREX" for
short.
This market positively DWARFS the stock market and is approaching 2 TRILLION dollars A
DAY in transactions. Let me put that in perspective; it's THIRTY times larger than ALL of the
American stock market!!
And it's predominantly a professional market; the man on the street doesn't really know
much about it or how to get involved in it. That's why I feel like this best kept secret has
been 'hidden'... because there's absolutely no reason why the man on the street shouldn't
be doing this these days!
Now let's think about this for a second... so that's...
... Thirty times more trading going on than the stock market and mostly
investment banks doing it.
Ummm... Maybe 'they' know something you don't?

'Rob' Banks Legally... By Cashing in on their "Insider
Code"!
Don't you think there's a very good reason for this feeding frenzy? Absolutely! Because it's
ultra-lucrative.
Well, it's time for YOU to get in on the act too. Don't think that because big banks are
trading this there's no room for you. Quite the contrary! As I'll explain shortly, this Insider
Code works PRECISELY because of all this activity from the global investment banks.
We're going to hitch a ride on their back and snatch a slice of the pie right from
under their greedy snouts. It really is like robbing banks legally...!
A few hundred years ago, the Spanish Armada constantly sailed back from South America
laden with treasure after months of hard work, exploration (or was that exploitation?
Whatever!) and traveling. Then quite often, pirates intercepted a few stray ships on the way
back and helped themselves to the loot!
Well, that's exactly how I see myself and my few lucky apprentices...
... We will help ourselves to cash on the back of The Establishment...
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Slowly Siphon the Cash Out and 'They' Won't Notice
I don't want to draw too much attention to myself though; I've already explained how upset
the Establishment would feel if they knew I was blowing the whistle, even if it was only to a
few people. So we won't go for the 'big one' by taking big risks. I only take a 'little' - a few
hundred dollars each day.
If I took more, I might get noticed. And anyway, that sort of trading mentality is for
amateurs... people who like to lose. No, far better for us to siphon the cash out, nice and
easy, day by day. I clear a tasty 2-3 hundred bucks a day on average...
Now, that may not sound like much, but if you make $300 a day it equates to six grand a
month... NET!!!

How would an extra $6,000 a month change YOUR
life?!
Of course, that's enough to live on and then some. It actually takes me more time to drive
to my local bank and get $300 from the ATM than it does to make this using the Insider
Code on the currency markets!
This is how the establishment and investment banks do it... how they WIN consistently.
Small, realistic gains... OFTEN. The people who 'go for broke' with the get-rich-quick
mentality are the ones who lose their shirts.
The first and foremost rule is NOT to lose! We want the odds in our favor... to minimize risk
so the only way is up. And this is yet another great advantage the currency market has...

Imagine if There Were Only 6 Numbers to
Choose From When Buying a Lottery Ticket!
Wouldn't that be great?! Of course, the fewer the number of choices, the more likely your
chance of success, right?
How many choices are there when buying and selling shares?
Errmm... a LOT! Hundreds...
I enjoy consistent success from trading currencies, because I only have 6 options to choose
from. You can see what I mean when I talk about having only 6 lottery numbers to choose
from! Except this is even better in a way, because the lottery is pure luck...
... I only have 6 choices AND have a VERY good idea
about which choice to make because of the Insider Code.
How are my choices narrowed down so nicely using this 'secret'? I mean, there are lots of
different currencies to choose from aren't there?
Well, remember I said we're going to hitch a ride on the back of the big investment banks
and how it's the fact that so many of the 'big boys' are in this market that gives us the edge?
We're pirates raiding The Spanish Armada right...?
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You see, the Big Boys only focus on a few currencies- the major ones- leaving me with only
6 choices to trade with each day. So that's all me (and you) will focus on! Makes sense
right? Plus, I can pick from those 6 choices any time of day...

What a Lifestyle!
Another great thing about the currency markets is that it's a 24 hour market. You can pick
and choose when to use this. No matter whether you work 9 to 5 or on a night shift. You
choose your own schedule!
Here's what my 'working' day consists of...
In the evening I spend about 20 minutes deciphering the Insider Code. Once I see it, I set
up the correct trade to happen AUTOMATICALLY the next day. That's right, you heard
correctly- it's all set up to go on autopilot... no frantic staring at flickering screens and being
chained to the computer...!
Sometimes I wake up really late and find I've made the day's money while I slept!
You choose what time of day that happens for you to suit, but that's what I do. All you need
is access to a computer hooked up to the internet... and you could be anywhere in the
world, at any time... even sunning yourself on holiday!
Oh and by the way, I'll show you on-screen each evening EXACTLY what I'm
doing!
More about that later though.
Now, just in case you're still looking at a few hundred bucks a day as chump-change, let me
paint the bigger picture for you...

The Double-Up Option
As you become more confident of the consistency of the Insider Code to siphon daily cash
out of the currency markets, you'll probably feel more confident about trading with larger
amounts. You make your choice; either live on the cash or save it up for a larger chunk...
The numbers are exciting if you leave the money in the pot though. Let me give you a
demonstration of the power of compounding:
Let's say you make $300 a day and instead of spending it, you reinvest the profits to trade
with more. Let's say you double your trading stake each month for 6 months starting with
the minimum...
... You'd have $378,000 clear in your bank account after just 6 months!
But please don't look at this as some lame get-rich-quick scheme or game of chance; they
never work. I want you to understand what I'm offering here is real hand-holding to create a
consistent, automated income which never dies. When it's done right, It's like having your
own personal ATM!
Once you learn and apply the secret Insider Code I will teach you, you'll never
want for anything again...
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A Lifelong Income
How much would you expect to pay for classified wealth-building information like this? It's
hard to put a price on freedom and happiness isn't it?
I can tell you from experience, that's EXACTLY what this gives you. You would be able to
support your loved ones and have the time to enjoy being with them... do the things YOU
want to do... to finally move out of the dark tunnel of wage-slavery and into the light...
...Regardless of what world economies and markets do!

Who Cares What the Stock Market Does?!
As long as currencies exist (i.e. forever!) they will fluctuate up OR down... and that's all I
care about. Recessions, terrorist attacks, stock market crashes... none of that takes away
this fantastic livelihood!
No sleepless nights waiting for shares you own to turn around... shares which may have
crashed for reasons entirely out of your control or scope of knowledge. We will use surgical
precision strikes... quick in-and-out trades and be done for the day.
It scares me how many peoples' pensions are tied to what is a scarily overvalued stock
market... all through the investment banks who are mostly trading currencies instead!
Once again, let me reassure you there is no reason why the currency markets should be
exclusively the domain of the world banks. That's just an illusion they spin to keep all the
goodies for themselves!

No Experience or Knowledge and VERY Little
Start-Up Capital Needed
And I'm going to prove it...
With my assistance, you do NOT need any trading experience whatsoever and I assume you
have no knowledge about currency markets or how to trade them. If you're completely
clueless about any of this stuff then all the better actually.
What's more, you really can do this with VERY little trading capital. Using my low-start
method you can begin with as little as a hundred dollars!
AND, don't think I'm trading with a fat wad of cash to make my few hundred dollars a day;
you could trade at the very same level as me for just a couple of grand! Yes, using my
system, that really is all you need to get going and CLEAR an average of $2-300 a day in
your pocket!
So are you up for this? Great! How do you get going? Well, to quote a famous line from "The
Italian Job"... "We're a team... and that means you do exactly what I tell you..."

Relax and Let Me Reveal The Insider Code
on Screen at Home
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I'd like to take YOU along for the ride of a lifetime by teaching you quickly in the comfort of
your home, how you can do exactly what I do by following my lead and make a quick and
simple extra few grand a month.
I'm a financial professional and I want to do this properly. So I've used the very latest
technology to demonstrate "The Insider Code" by means of a comprehensive CD-ROM set
with telephone and web training and support. This includes a daily on-screen demonstration
of what I myself am doing (I'll explain more about this shortly).
I've spent years painstakingly creating what I believe to be the most powerful trading tool
on the planet.
You'll need access to a computer with an internet connection. You just pop in the CD-ROMs
one by one and sit back and relax while I walk you through the entire process live
on-screen- you'll actually see me trading!
I've gone to incredible lengths to make this probably the best, most easy to understand
demonstration you've seen about ANYTHING. It really will blow you away with its simplicity
and visual guidance.
Don't think that when your kit arrives you'll be overwhelmed with books, manuals, videos
etc. etc... I've made everything embarrassingly simple; you just play the CD-ROMs one after
the other and follow my easy instructions. I'm going to show you in real-time exactly what I
do and how I do it so you can copy me.
No dry 'theory' to plough through; just relax, watch and listen!
I'm sure you have a few questions after this briefing so I've tried to anticipate what they
might be and answer them below...

Your Questions Answered:
Q: "So WHY are you blowing the whistle instead of just keeping the Insider Code
and using it yourself?"
Two reasons...
1. I do use it myself- every day! And, I'm doing these trades anyway so why not take a
few people along for the ride? They get the chance to make money (by trading with the
Insider Code) and I make money (by showing them how to use it). Simple. Everyone's
happy.
2. As I've said, there's an element of my conscience nagging at me too. I don't like the
fact this has effectively been 'hidden' from the public by the elite few.
Q: "I don't want to take any big risks."
What makes you think I do?? Listen, the establishment fat-cats didn't get fat by losing
money! Big risks are for amateurs; it's OTHER PEOPLE taking big risks, looking for the 'big
one' stuck in the get-rich-quick mentality that make it such LOW risk for us! We're not trying
to 'get rich' here. Just get an easy few grand a month for almost no effort.
The losers are the ones who don't follow a strict and reliable system which extracts small,
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but regular amounts with surgical precision. That's why we don't go for more than a few
hundred each day.
But if you can't handle even a small amount of risk, I think you should consider staying out
of the market altogether - in fact, stay out of every other investment in the world. Just
stick at a regular job until it's time to retire - and pray your pension will cover you.
But I'm confident that if you use this properly, you're going to have to try very, VERY hard
to lose money; i.e. by NOT following my simple instructions! Most of the time I win.
Sometimes I break-even or lose a little, but ultimately, I come out on top*
Q: "Okay, so you're only going for small, regular profits. But won't dealing
charges wipe out those gains?"
No. This is only an issue for people who are 'over-trading'- this is one way brokerages scalp
amateurs. I CLEAR around $2-300 a day using this myself.
Q: "It sounds exclusive. Isn't it a nightmare opening an account and having
enough capital?"
Not at all. It's been deliberately made to sound exclusive so the banks can keep you out of
it. I've already said you can start trading at the same level as me for just a couple of grand
and you can set up a trading account in ten minutes!
Q: "How can this make money on a day when the market falls badly?"
Well, we're not even trading shares for a start! We're trading currencies (the Money
Mountain) using a code which equates to a dealer in a casino tipping his hand BEFORE you
make your move. If ANY market move affects the currency market, it will be reflected in the
hand the 'dealer' shows us!
Q: "Does this involve using a load of technical mumbo-jumbo and complicated
charts?"
Let me dispel a myth; technical analysis only accounts for about 10-15% of what trading is
really about. Any pro will tell you this. This isn't some silly system which analyses past data
or whatever... this is how it's really done by the biggest players in the world!
Q: "How do I know I'll really be able to make money with this?"
Just take a look at my unique guarantee later on. You can 'paper-trade' with it using none of
your own money until you're happy it works within a month of receiving your kit.
Remember, we're going for a modest return on a daily basis which means low risk. That's
another reason why we only siphon-off a few hundred a day.
Q: "Do I have to trade every single day to make this work?"
No. This is not a system which relies on your trading every day in the hope that the good
trades will statistically outweigh the bad ones and overall you come out slightly on top! The
aim here is to win EVERY trade! At worst break-even - and all on a single day. There's
no sleeping with a computer under your pillow - and you pick which days you want to trade.
Q: "I've tried trading systems before and they never work."
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I totally agree. Most trading systems are complete and utter nonsense because frankly, the
people behind them don't know what they're doing and/or don't even use it themselves.
This is different. Why? Because it works!!! I use it!
Remember, I'm an ex-hedge fund trader who uses this himself each and every day and I will
gladly prove this to you.
Q: "How does the system operate and what does the kit include?"
You just need access to a computer which can play CD-ROMs (I haven't seen a recent
computer which couldn't!) and has an internet connection.
The kit comprises a series of CD-ROMs which take you through the whole process in minute
detail assuming you have zero prior knowledge of trading. On the CD-ROMs you'll hear me
and see me walking you through exactly what I do to make a simple $2-300 a day on
average using the Insider Code to siphon cash out of the world's 'hidden' money-mountain.
Once you've learned everything, you'll spend about 20 minutes setting up each trade ready
for the next day's profits to happen automatically. After watching me set up my own
trade for the next day!
Q: "Can anyone do this?"
Any sane person can, yes! You don't need a degree in math or any experience or
qualifications at all. I've assumed you're starting with zero knowledge. In short, there should
be no reason why you can't make great profits and have fun doing it.
Once you start watching the first CD-ROM you'll quickly realize why I keep on about how
easy to follow I've made this!
Q: "What qualities do I need as an individual?"
The ability to do as you're told to by me! Watch me using the system in real time every day.
Then when you're ready, if you can follow my simple instructions, this can make you the
sort of money we've been discussing. If you can't do that, please do not apply...
Q: "Can I speak to someone if I'm unsure about how to use the system?" You
bet...!

Unlimited Telephone Training and Support
Again, apologies for the 'cloak and dagger' at this stage, but I'm sure you understand why.
However, once admitted to my circle of trust you'll have our telephone number and email
address and have unlimited access to my first class training and support... !
It cannot get better than that. You aren't simply left to get on with it; I'll be holding your
hand all the way.
For the entire trading-week, I'll be walking you through the entire process. Whatever it
takes, so you too can retire from normal work within a year.
But it doesn't end there though...
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Follow My Lead Each Evening on Screen!
Each evening, you'll be able to access an exclusive and secret website where I'll show you in
real time the trade I'm setting up for the next day.
Every single evening you will see me walking the talk in real-time!
Right from the first day you receive your kit, relax and watch as I prove everything to you as
it happens on screen.
Ummm... I wonder why no-one else does that! Could it be they're not THAT confident about
their so-called 'profitable' systems?
Were I not 110% confident this can make you steady, automatic profits EVERY
DAY, clearly I would not be offering this... or I would embarrass myself!
And don't go looking for the 'catch' because there isn't one. Each day you'll see exactly what
I'm doing. Soon you should be able to do the same after my comprehensive and
personalized instruction.
I will demonstrate exactly how I use the signal to 'rob' banks legally and consistently... and
even better, how I set the whole thing up to happen on autopilot...

Come Home to Automated Cash Each Day!
Imagine coming home a few hundred dollars richer each day... the whole thing happened
while you were out! All because you followed my simple instruction and spent 20 minutes
the evening before, setting up the trade. You could have been on the golf course all day and
still made money!
This isn't hype. The currency market tips its hand BEFORE the trading session so we can
look for the Insider Code the evening before! And I'll show you how to quickly and simply
get online and make the trade open and close at a predetermined level.
You can stay and watch if you like, but why bother when you could be out having
fun instead?
I mean, that's what life's really about isn't it? Doing what you really want to. Time really is
the most precious resource we have... that's what I cherish most and designed "The
Insider Code" with that firmly in mind.

The Gateway to Your Share of the Hugest Heap of
Money on the Planet
"The Insider Code" is nothing short of a predictable lifelong income if used correctly, so
how do you value that?
As you'll clearly see when you receive your kit, I pride myself on delivering value for money.
The price I decided upon in the end was $1977 (plus shipping). There's no silly gimmick
bonuses to pad it out; what I've told you already will hopefully mean you don't need to be
bribed with nonsense like that; I only want to work with serious people who know an
incredible opportunity when it hits them.
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I hope you'll see this as an investment in your future, so my aim is to help you get money in
YOUR pocket as quickly as possible. There's no reason why you can't double your money
within 30 days of receiving your kit and then use it as a perpetual ATM for you and your
loved ones. Just think... follow the simple instructions and by the time your card statement
arrives you'll not only be able to pay it off in full; you could have a fat chunk of money in
your pocket also!
I'm fully convinced that once you see the first CD-ROM you'll know you're at a turning point
in your life, so I want nothing to stand in the way of that...

See for Yourself at My Risk!
Now, I KNOW first hand this works and that it will work for you too if you're lucky enough to
secure a place in time. All you need to do is follow my simple instructions on your screen at
home. I've taken immense time and trouble to construct a truly amazing visual course
anyone can follow.
As I've said, this is the highly coveted 'secret' the elite use to skim the cream off
the mountain of money which is the currency markets, so there's no question
about whether this works or not!
However, I understand you might need a little reassurance and perhaps to test drive this for
yourself first?
I thought so. And here it is...

100% Guaranteed!!
Go ahead and try it out for yourself at my risk! "The Insider Code" can quickly be put
into practice by watching the easy-to-follow CDs- 30 days is more than sufficient for you
to see this is for REAL! So, provided you manage to secure a place in my 'Circle of Trust'
(see later), there's a 30-day trial period which starts when you receive your kit. If, for
ANY reason you wish to return it, send it back in ANY condition, within 30 days of receipt
and I will refund you in full. Every cent (less shipping and handling) without any fuss. I
shall then simply offer your place to the next person on the waiting list, so it's absolutely
no problem for me.
And remember, 30 days is not only enough time for you to actually test this out... it's
enough time to double your money too!
So now you have absolutely nothing to lose. I want you to have total peace of mind by
moving forward now to seize something which finally, is the answer to your prayers. The
second you play the first disc you'll just know this is for real... your gut instinct is always
right.
Sounds good so far? It should; it's the proposal of a lifetime. Okay, but...

... Now the Bad News:
Only So Much Room in My Circle of Trust.
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Sorry about that. It's not that there's only so much money in the pot to go around (far from
it!!), but rather these 2 reasons...
1. As you can imagine, giving unlimited, telephone support and training must severely
limit the numbers I invite to get in on this. There are only so many hours in the week,
and my priority is to give first class service to those lucky people without
compromise... AND trade with this myself! I sincerely hope you're one of the few to
make it.
2. The whole world can't know about this. I don't want my whistle-blowing to get back to
the people guarding the 'honey-pot.'
I hope you understand. Now, if you're FAST- and I mean, you act NOW, today, you should
have no problem in securing a place. This isn't some cheap sales trick either- the reasons
are genuine as I've explained. Once the doors are closed, that's it.
By the way, if you don't manage to get a place, I would be extremely grateful if you
still kept this invitation close to your chest. Thank you.
You have a one-time window of opportunity before you at this moment and I urge you to
take it...

Your Path to the 'Hidden' Money-Mountain Awaits!
You probably see this invitation as a little different from the 'norm'. Well, that's because this
is for real! I've stood by for years now and watched as all the get-rich-quick garbage and
sorry excuses for trading systems have been peddled by people who had no clue. We used
to laugh at such 'systems' in the investment bank! Remember, I'm an ex-pro and do this for
a living, so I know what I'm talking about!
Sorry to be harsh, but this is clearly VERY different from anything you've seen, or are ever
likely to see, as you must now realize. So don't delay... simply click below. to use the 100%
safe and secure online reservation NOW... to ensure you make it into my Circle of Trust for
an action-packed ride.
I greatly look forward to speaking to you on your screen at home, and on the phone, during
this, your last year of slavery for "The Man".
Confidentially yours,

Mac "X"
Mac "X"
The Whistleblower
P.S. On the easy-to-follow CDs I take you on a proven path to retirement within a year.
Using "The Insider Code"- the HIGHLY privileged secret I was given by the establishment
you could retire within a year after using it and the 'hidden' mountain of money it exploits
mercilessly.
P.P.S. As I've said, don't worry if you're sick to death of stocks and shares because this has
NOTHING to do with them. Try something different at my risk; after all, doing the same
thing each day and expecting different results is insanity!
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